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Abstract Romantic partners’ similarity in gender role attitudes affects important
outcomes such as sharing of housework, relationship stability, or fertility. However,
there is little knowledge about how similar romantic partners are in these attitudes.
Using dyadic panel data from German couples (sourced from pairfam), this study
puts the degree of homogamy in gender role attitudes among young couples into
perspective by comparing real couples with two types of counterfactuals. To create
these counterfactuals, I re-mate couples in two ways: (a) randomly and (b) in such
a way that similarity in attitudes between partners is maximized. Real couples differ
only slightly from randomly mated couples, which suggests rather weak attitudinal
similarity. Using longitudinal information, I further test the mechanisms that deter-
mine the degree of homogamy: there is strong evidence for alignment over time and
for lower rates of separation among homogamous couples, but no evidence for ho-
mogamy as a by-product of assortative mating on other variables. This paper offers
methodological and substantial contributions to the literature: it presents a method
for intuitive assessment of the degree of homogamy with multiple variables simul-
taneously. It also shows that in Germany, macro-level diversity in attitudes largely
translates into dissimilar attitudes between partners—with important implications
for relationship dynamics.
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404 A. Hudde

Ähnlichkeit in den Einstellungen zu Geschlechterrollen: Befunde von
jungen Paaren aus Deutschland

Zusammenfassung Wie ähnlich sich Partner in ihren Einstellungen zu Geschlech-
terrollen sind, beeinflusst wichtige Outcomes wie Arbeitsteilung, Beziehungsstabi-
lität oder Fertilität. Die hier vorliegende Studie setzt den Grad der Homogamie in
diesen Einstellungen bei jungen Paaren ins Verhältnis. Hierzu werden reale Paare
(pairfam-Daten) mit zwei Arten von kontrafaktischen Paaren verglichen. Um diese
kontrafaktischen Paare zu erstellen, kombiniere ich die Personen auf zwei Arten
zu neuen Paaren: (a) nach dem Zufallsprinzip und (b) so, dass die Ähnlichkeit der
Einstellungen zwischen den Partnern maximiert wird. Das Ergebnis zeigt, dass sich
reale Paare nur geringfügig von den Paaren nach Zufallsprinzip unterscheiden, was
auf eine eher niedrige Ähnlichkeit der Einstellungen schließen lässt. Darüber hi-
naus teste ich anhand von Längsschnittinformationen die Mechanismen, die hinter
dem beobachteten Grad der Homogamie liegen. Es zeigt sich, dass sich Paare im
Laufe der Zeit in ihren Einstellungen aneinander angleichen und dass homogame
Paare niedrigere Trennungsraten haben. Es gibt hingegen keine Hinweise darauf,
dass Einstellungshomogamie ein Nebenprodukt von Homogamie in Bezug auf an-
dere Variablen ist. Insgesamt leistet dieses Papier einen methodischen und einen
substanziellen Beitrag: Es stellt eine Methode vor, mit der man das Ausmaß an
Homogamie bezüglich mehrerer Variablen analysieren und intuitiv verständlich ein-
ordnen kann. Inhaltlich zeigt das Paper für Deutschland, dass sich die Heterogenität
der Einstellungen auf der Makroebene weitgehend in der Unterschiedlichkeit der
Einstellungen auf Paarebene wiederspiegelt – was bedeutsame Auswirkungen auf
die Beziehungsdynamiken hat.

Schlüsselwörter Geschlechterideologie · Partnerschaft · Assortative Mating ·
Homogamie · Partnermarkt · Gender Revolution

1 Introduction

There are good reasons why people might want to choose a romantic partner who
has similar gender role attitudes. Such attitudes have a direct impact on the everyday
life of couples and families: if partners have different views on whether housework,
paid work, or childcare should be done by women, men, or both equally, it will likely
incite conflict (Kalmijn 2005). However, there are also good reasons why people
might not choose a partner with similar attitudes. When dating, people might have
other priorities such as appearance, similar interests and hobbies, or high status and
success (e.g. Buss et al. 2001; Skopek et al. 2011; Stewart et al. 2000). In addition,
individuals might not have enough information about the attitudes of their potential
partners: views on the gendered sharing of housework, childcare and paid work are
not usually popular topics for a first date.

Previous research on couple dissimilarity with regard to diverse traits, such as
race/ethnicity, education, personality and religion, shows that higher dissimilarity is
associated with lower relationship satisfaction and stability (Clarkwest 2007; Luo
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and Klohnen 2005; Myers 2006; Bratter and King 2008; Schwartz 2013; Wang
et al. 2006; Kalmijn et al. 2005; Charles et al. 2013; Lehrer and Chiswick 1993).
More specifically, similarity in gender role attitudes between romantic partners mat-
ters for relationship dynamics. Three longitudinal studies of young couples in the
United States and Germany find that couples with dissimilar attitudes have lower
relationship satisfaction, higher risk of separation and a lower chance of transition to
parenthood (Hohmann-Marriott 2006; Arránz Becker 2013; Hudde and Engelhardt
2020). Similarity in gender role attitudes also has an effect on the everyday-life of
couples and the sharing of paid work and childcare (Nitsche and Grunow 2018).

These results suggest that studying partner similarity in gender role attitudes is
central to understanding variation in important relationship processes such as sharing
of housework, fertility or relationship separation; however, to my knowledge, there is
no study that provides an understanding of the degree of partner similarity in gender
role attitudes. This paper puts the degree of homogamy in gender role attitudes
into perspective by contrasting observed couples with two types of counterfactual
couples that represent the two extreme points between which the observed couples
are assumed to lie. Further, this study sheds light on the mechanisms that lead to the
observed degree of similarity. Thereby, this paper makes an important contribution
to the literature on homogamy and assortative mating.

This study provides an innovative methodical approach that allows a comprehen-
sible understanding of the degree of homogamy in a multi-dimensional framework.
A main conclusion from a review paper on homogamy is that “matching partners
are far from random” (Schwartz 2013, p. 452). However, this conclusion mainly
relies on studies that show that partners are “far from random”—but do not show
how far from random. In other words, most studies show that there is statistically
significant homogamy, but do not give a clear and comprehensible interpretation of
the degree of homogamy. Traits for which romantic partners tend to be more similar
than random are diverse and include education, social background, race/ethnicity,
lifestyle and others (Kalmijn 1998; Blossfeld 2009; Schwartz 2013; Feng and Baker
1994; Watson et al. 2004; Luo and Klohnen 2005; Speakman et al. 2007; Charles
et al. 2013; Schwartz and Mare 2005; Jepsen and Jepsen 2002; Lampard 1997).

The focus on statistical significance and negligence of the substantive size of
associations is a general issue in quantitative social sciences: Bernardi et al. (2017)
show that only a few research papers discuss the substantive meaning of observed
effect sizes. The few existing studies that do provide an understanding of couples’
similarity examine single variables—mainly categorical traits with low numbers of
categories, such as religiosity or party affiliation—but never multiple variables at
the same time (e.g. Kalmijn 1998; Lampard 1997). In addition to the substantial
contribution, this paper makes a valuable methodical contribution to the literature
on assortative mating: this study introduces an innovative method for assessing the
degree of homogamy.

I use unique data from the German family panel (pairfam). Pairfam is ideal for
studying couples in the early stage of a relationship: first, it surveys both partners,
even if they do not live in the same household; second, it includes many people in
their mid- to late-20s—the age range in which many people enter serious unions
(Billari and Liefbroer 2010); and third, pairfam is a panel data set that follows both
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partners for up to 11 years. Germany is an interesting setting to study homogamy
in gender role attitudes: the country takes a medium position in the ‘gender revo-
lution’ (Goldscheider et al. 2015; Esping-Andersen 2009), and societal gender role
attitudes, e.g. concerning employment of mothers with young children and the shar-
ing of childcare and housework, are very heterogeneous (Grunow and Veltkamp
2016; Hudde 2018). Furthermore, previous research shows that this heterogeneity
in attitudes is one of the reasons for Germany’s low fertility (Hudde 2018).

2 Theoretical Framework: Why One Might, or Might Not, Expect
Similarity in Gender Role Attitudes

I understand gender role attitudes as “beliefs about the appropriate role activities for
women and men” in various life spheres such as work, family or politics (McHugh
and Frieze 1997, p. 4). The focus of this paper is on attitudes regarding the gen-
dered organisation of family life, because these attitudes are directly related to the
internal functioning of a relationship (Kalmijn 2005; Hudde and Engelhardt 2020).
Previous research showed that gender role attitudes predict behaviours, such as the
division of housework, childcare and employment (see e.g. Blair and Lichter 1991;
Davis and Greenstein 2004, 2009; Fuwa 2004; Schober and Scott 2012). This paper
studies opinions on how men and women, mothers and fathers, should balance their
engagement in paid work and in the home. In line with recent research, I treat gender
role attitudes not as uni-dimensional, e.g. a linear egalitarian–inegalitarian scale, but
as multi-dimensional (Grunow et al. 2018; Hudde 2018; Knight and Brinton 2017;
Pepin and Cotter 2018). Hereafter, such attitudes are called gender role attitudes.

The literature on mating preferences identifies opposing hypotheses or frame-
works: “birds of a feather flock together”, the idea that people prefer a partner who
is similar to them versus “opposites attract”, the idea that people prefer a partner
who is dissimilar, because dissimilar could mean complementary (e.g. Dijkstra and
Barelds 2008). Theoretically, dissimilarity in some traits could generate comple-
mentarity. For example, a rather silent person might fit well with a more talkative
partner (extraversion/introversion is one of the few traits for which research finds
negative assortative mating, see Luo and Klohnen 2005; Watson et al. 2004). How-
ever, things are different when it comes to gender role attitudes: similar attitudes
can be complementary, whereas dissimilar ones cannot. Consider two couples. In
the first couple, the female and the male partner equally believe that women should
focus on home and children, whereas men should focus on paid work. Although
these partners have similar attitudes, they prefer complementary gender roles. In the
second couple, the female partner believes that women should focus on home and
children and men should focus on paid work; whereas the man believes that tasks
in the home, child rearing and paid work, should be shared equally. Their attitudes
are dissimilar, and the preferred gender roles are incompatible. Consequently, I do
not believe that people have a preference for a partner who holds dissimilar, and
therefore likely incompatible, gender role attitudes.

There are four potential routes to homogamy in gender role attitudes. The first
is direct assortative mating, which happens if similarity in gender role attitudes has
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a direct influence on initial mating. The second is indirect assortative mating, which
occurs if (a) people choose partners who are similar to them in other characteristics,
such as education or religiosity, and if (b) these characteristics predict gender role
attitudes of women and men. The third possibility is alignment, meaning that partners
become more similar over time. The fourth is differential separation, meaning that
partners who were dissimilar at the beginning of the relationship are more likely to
have separated, and are therefore less likely to be in the sample.

The first two reasons apply to initial mating at the beginning of relationship at
time t0; the last two apply to changes between the moment of initial mating and the
moment of observation at time t1.

2.1 Direct Assortative Mating

Partners could have similar gender role attitudes because people intentionally search
for a partner who holds similar views. As gender role attitudes have a direct impact
on the internal functioning of a relationship, it makes sense to search for a partner
with similar views (Kalmijn 2005). The (partly implicit) assumption that people
intentionally search for a partner with certain gender role attitudes is also present
in the literature. Esping-Andersen and Billari (2015) explicitly assume that highly
educated women search for men with egalitarian views. However, to my knowledge,
none of the empirical tests of mate preferences mentions gender role attitudes (e.g.
Bleske-Rechek and Ryan 2015; Buss et al. 2001; Lewis 2016; Potârcă and Mills
2015; Shackelford et al. 2005; Skopek 2011; South 1991).

As I argue, there are at least three reasons why direct assortative mating might
happen to a lesser degree than widely assumed. First, knowledge about a partner’s
gender role attitudes improves over time, but starts at a rather low level: “The process
of finding a spouse is one in which information is scarce, and it takes time to gather
it” (Ermisch 2003, p. 137; see also Fallesen and Breen 2016). Here, someone’s
gender role attitudes is seen as an “experience trait” (Brüderl and Kalter 2001).
Contrary to characteristics such as appearance, education or income (“search traits”),
it takes time, experience of behaviour, and discussion to learn about a partner’s
gender role attitudes.

Second, there might be a false consensus effect/bias. This bias states that people
are likely to assume that their own attitudes are in agreement with the attitudes of
the ones close to them, at least in the absence of specific information to the contrary
(the false consensus effect is widely established in psychology, see for example
Byrne et al. 1986; Goel et al. 2010; Kenny and Acitelli 2001; Ross et al. 1977).
The false consensus effect could make people believe that their (potential) partner is
more similar than he/she actually is. Becker also acknowledged this idea and argued
that people “frequently marry with highly erroneous assessments” (Becker 1993,
p. 325).

Third, the perceived importance of gender role attitudes might be low in the
phase of dating and partnership formation. People make decisions based on different
criteria, depending on what time horizon they have in mind (Fehr 2002). This is
certainly relevant for decisions in the partner market. Research shows that women
and men have distinct preferences and search criteria, depending on whether they
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have a serious long-term or a casual short-term relationship in mind (Buss and
Schmitt 1993). Likely, gender role attitudes are not the most important search criteria
among people who have a short or medium time horizon in mind. Whether people
have a short or long time horizon in mind is volatile; it can change over the life
course and can also change in respect of the same partner (Fulda and Lersch 2018):
a relevant share of serious relationships were not ‘planned’ initially, but rather
developed out of a not serious, casual relationship (e.g. “hook-ups” or “one-night
stands”, see England et al. 2008; Paik 2010).

2.2 Indirect Assortative Mating or the By-Product Hypothesis

Extensive research shows that there is assortative mating on a broad range of charac-
teristics (e.g. Blossfeld 2009; Luo and Klohnen 2005; Schwartz 2013; Skopek et al.
2011; Speakman et al. 2007). Some of these characteristics, such as education and
religiosity, are predictors of gender role attitudes (Davis and Greenstein 2009).

Assortative mating on variables such as education or religiosity can lead to sim-
ilarity in gender role attitudes if three conditions are met: if there is substantial
homogamy on variables such as education or religiosity; if these variables are sub-
stantial predictors of gender role attitudes; and if these variables predict gender role
attitudes more or less equally for women and men. This idea of indirect assortative
mating is also called the “by-product hypothesis” (Kalmijn 1998), meaning that
similarity in gender role attitudes might be a by-product of assortative mating on
other characteristics.

2.3 Alignment Over Time

Similarity in gender role attitudes at the time of observation/interview, t1, might be
greater than at the beginning of a relationship, t0, because partners become more
similar over time (see, for example, Oppenheimer’s discussion of postmarital social-
isation 1988). Such alignment might occur either because partners influence each
other or because both partners have common experiences (e.g. they have jointly
experienced life-course transitions such as marriage and childbirth; common neigh-
bourhood and peers that influence both partners alike, see Kalmijn 2005; Kenny
1996). Previous studies on different types of attitudes mainly report convergence at
a low-to-moderate degree (Feng and Baker 1994; Kalmijn 2005; Luo and Klohnen
2005; Schober and Scott 2012; Watson et al. 2004).

2.4 Differential Separation

Observed similarity in gender role attitudes at t1 might be greater than at t0, the
beginning of the relationship, because couples with similar attitudes are more likely
to stay together until t1, whereas couples with dissimilar attitudes are more likely to
separate. As partners’ gender role attitudes have a direct impact on the functioning
of a relationship (Kalmijn 2005), partners with similar attitudes likely agree on
how to divide housework and other tasks, whereas partners with dissimilar attitudes
likely do not. The couples that disagree might be more likely to experience conflicts,
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which reduces relationship satisfaction and increases the risk of separation. Previous
research shows that partners with very dissimilar gender role attitudes are more
likely to separate than partners with similar attitudes (Hohmann-Marriott 2006;
Hudde and Engelhardt 2020; Arránz Becker 2013). Therefore, observed similarity
in attitudes might be greater than similarity at the beginning of relationship because
the dissimilar partners have a lower chance of remaining in a relationship until the
moment of observation.

3 Data and Method

3.1 Data and Sample

Data I analyse data from the first 11 waves (2008/2009 to 2018/2019) of the
German Family Panel (pairfam), release 11.0 (Josef; Brüderl et al. 2020; Huinink
et al. 2011). The design and sampling of pairfam differs from household surveys.
Pairfam is a multi-actor survey: first, it samples an individual (called the anchor) and
second, it samples that individual’s partner. The partner is included, regardless of
whether the couple lives together or not. Pairfam samples anchors from the cohorts:
born 1971–1973, 1981–1983 and 1991–1993.

Case Selection The analyses consist of two parts: first, the matching, and second,
the longitudinal analyses of attitude alignment and of relationship separation. The
first part uses information from the first wave that a couple appears on; for the
second parts, I additionally use all subsequent waves. I choose respondents from the
cohorts 1981–1983 who are in an opposite-sex relationship (n= 4,955). The sample
is restricted to one cohort in order to have a relatively age-homogeneous sample
for matching, and the 1981–1983 cohort captures the age groups in which partner
formation is very common.

In 48% of cases the anchor’s partner also participated in the survey (n= 2382). The
level of analysis is the couple. In order to get as close as possible to the couples’
initial mating, the sample is restricted to couples with a maximum relationship
duration of five years at the first available observation (n= 1,008; average duration
of the relationship is 2.35 years).1 The sample is restricted to couples in which both
partners are childless, because the transition to parenthood influences the gender role
attitudes of women and men (Buchler et al. 2017; Baxter et al. 2015; Schober and
Scott 2012) (n= 723). Thirteen cases, in which one of the partners is below 18 or
above 45, are dropped (n= 710). The share of missing values is 4% or lower on all
single variables, and 582 couples (82%) have available data on all relevant variables
(attitudes, education and religiosity) and are included in the matching analysis. 415
of these couples are from Western Germany and 167 couples are from Eastern

1 See the section on robustness checks and sensitivity analyses for the different cut-off values. The duration
of the relationship is defined as the time since the partners first entered their relationship (that is, if a couple
experienced numerous relationship episodes with breaks in between, the beginning of the first relationship
episode is counted as the starting date).
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Germany.2 In the majority of cases, the first available wave is wave 1 of pairfam
(2008/2009; 78%).

For the analyses of attitude alignment and relationship separation, the sample def-
inition differs. Couples that have available information on attitudes but are missing
information on education or religiosity are included (n= 38). For attitude alignment,
couples enter if both partners are observed in more than one wave (ncouples= 329;
ncouples X waves = 1,139; numbers for Eastern and Western Germany combined). For sep-
aration, couples enter if the anchor is observed in more than one wave (ncouples= 562;
ncouples X waves = 1,192; numbers for Eastern and Western Germany combined).

I study couples in Eastern and Western Germany separately because gender role
attitudes continue to differ substantially between the regions (Lichter et al. 1995;
Bauernschuster and Rainer 2011; Huinink et al. 2012). The main text reports the
results for Western Germany and mentions results for Eastern Germany if they differ
substantially. The results tables and figures for Eastern Germany are in the online
appendix.

Groups Underrepresented in the Sample As I restrict the sample to childless peo-
ple, this study is not representative of couples that become parents very early. How-
ever, this group is rather small in Germany: the average age of the female partner
in the sample is around 25, an age at which only around 15% of German women of
these cohorts are mothers; the female partner is 27 years or younger in more than
90% of couples, an age where less than 25% of German women are mothers (Human
Fertility Database). As would be expected, those couples that already have children
had a longer relationship duration and higher age on average; the share of parents is
higher in the sample for Eastern than that for Western Germany. Previous research
showed that the participation in pairfam of the anchor’s partner might be selective.
Schröder et al. (2013) show that partner participation is unrelated to relationship sat-
isfaction, but is positively related to the degree of institutionalisation. Therefore, the
sample likely underrepresents less institutionalised couples and partners not living
together.

3.2 Analytical Strategy and Measures

Gender Role Attitudes The following Likert scale items measure female and male
gender and family role attitudes. The answer categories range from 1 (disagree
completely) to 5 (agree completely).

1. Women: family> career: Women should be more concerned about their family
than about their career.

2. Child <6 suffers if the mother works: A child under the age of six will suffer from
having a working mother.

3. Housework: female involvement=male involvement: Men should participate in
housework to the same extent as women.

2 A couple is defined as being from Western or Eastern Germany if the anchor resides in that region at the
first available observation.
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4. Child suffers if the father focuses on work: Children often suffer because their
fathers spend too much time at work.

All items capture views towards the gendered organisation of couple and fam-
ily life. Rather than being different measures for the same underlying dimension,
e.g. a “simple” traditional egalitarian-scale, these items capture various attitudinal
dimensions and aspects. This is in line with other recent research that argues that
gender relations and gender role attitudes are multi-dimensional (Grunow et al.
2018; Knight and Brinton 2017; Hudde 2018). Cronbach’s alpha for the four items
is rather low: 0.56 in Western Germany, and 0.49 in Eastern Germany. This supports
my decision not to create a composite index and reduce complexity through factor
analysis or a similar method, but rather to work with the full complexity in attitudes
and study all items separately (compare Nitsche and Grunow 2018, who use the
same data set).

Measurement of Dissimilarity in Attitudes: Number of Items with Dissimilar
Answers I measure dissimilarity using the absolute difference score (ADS).
Answers are defined as dissimilar if the ADS is 2 or greater; meaning that the
partners’ answers are at least two points apart on the Likert scale. Absolute differ-
ence scores are widely used to measure similarity between partners (e.g. Hohmann-
Marriott 2006; Keizer and Komter 2015). Dissimilarity is measured using the fol-
lowing method: (1) item-by-item, (2) counting items with dissimilar answers within
the sub-groups of items that deal with women’s or men’s roles, and (3) counting
all items with dissimilar answers. An alternative measure for similarity is profile
correlation; however, this measure requires a larger set of items than is available
in this dataset (e.g. Arránz Becker 2013). As shown in the section on robustness
checks and sensitivity analyses, the results are stable when using linear or square
absolute difference scores.

Education and Religiosity Education and religiosity were selected for substantial
reasons and for reasons of data availability. Previous research showed that people
tend to mate with partners that are similar to them regarding education and religiosity,
and that both variables predict gender role attitudes (Blossfeld 2009; Schwartz 2013;
Davis and Greenstein 2009; Watson et al. 2004). Education is measured as ISCED-
97, and religiosity as frequency of attendance at religious ceremonies3 (see Tab. 1
for distributions of these variables). Unfortunately, a number of other and potentially
relevant variables are not available for both partners. As an example, information
on the family background (parental education, number of siblings, growing up in an
urban or a rural area) is available only for the anchor person, not for the partner.

3 Pairfam uses two items on religion. First, it asks whether the persons belong to a religious denomination,
second, those who name a denomination are asked how often they attend religious services. In this analysis,
people without a religious denomination are coded as never visiting religious services.
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Table 1 Descriptive summary table. Western Germany (nmales= 415, nfemales= 415)

Female partner Male partner

Mean SD Mean SD

Gender Role Attitudes

1. Women: family> career 2.61 1.16 2.58 1.11

2. Child <6 suffers if the mother works 2.59 1.25 2.98 1.24

3. Housework: female involvement= male
involvement

4.49 0.85 4.30 0.87

4. Child suffers if the father focuses on
work

3.42 1.00 3.50 0.93

Age 25.65 3.83 28.13 4.02

Education. Share in group a

Lower secondary education (Volks- und
Hauptschule)

0.03 – 0.02 –

Lower secondary education (Realschule,
Mittlere Reife)

0.05 – 0.02 –

Upper secondary education vocational 0.31 – 0.33 –

Upper secondary education general 0.14 – 0.04 –

Post-secondary non-tertiary education
general

0.13 – 0.13 –

First stage of tertiary education 0.33 – 0.43 –

Second stage of tertiary education 0.01 – 0.01 –

Religiosity: Frequency of attendance to church, mosque, synagogue religious service. Share in group b

Never 0.48 – 0.48 –

Less often 0.31 – 0.31 –

Several times per year 0.13 – 0.13 –

One to three times per month 0.04 – 0.04 –

Once a week 0.01 – 0.02 –

More than once a week 0.02 – 0.02 –

Duration of relationship in years 2.35 1.43 2.35 1.43
aShare of couples with dissimilar education, defined as being at least two categories apart: 0.40
bShare of couples with dissimilar religiosity, defined as being at least two categories apart: 0.10

3.3 Method: Mating Real and Counterfactual Couples

This study contrasts couples as they are mated in real life against two types of
synthetically mated couples that are used as counterfactuals. The counterfactuals are
created by two different principles, as follows: (1) they are mated randomly and
(2) they are mated in such a way that similarity in attitudes between partners is
maximised. To create the synthetic couples, I divide the real couples into two data
sets, one consisting of men, the other of women. I then re-mate couples based on
different algorithms, as explained below.

1. Randomly mated couples. This algorithm re-mates couples randomly. To do so,
it assigns every observation in the female data set a consecutive number between
1 and 415. It then creates a random variable in the male data set, and assigns every
observation a number between 1 and 415. The algorithm then mates women and
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men who were given the same number. To achieve reliable estimates of similarity
of randomly mated couples, I perform this step 10,000 times and compute the
average value.

2. Couples mated to achieve maximum similarity in gender role attitudes. The intu-
itive description of this procedure is a modified speed-dating scenario. There are
three important points that differ in comparison with ‘regular’, real-life, speed dat-
ing: (a) match on attitudes, people’s only criterion for a good match is similarity in
gender role attitudes, (b) whenever a couple is a match, that newly formed couple
leaves the speed-dating process and (c) people continue speed dating until they
have found a mate, while their expectations for a mate lower over time.

Round Number One Think of a circle of tables. At each table there is a woman
sitting in the inside of the circle and a man sitting on the outside of the circle.
At the beginning, women and men are randomly assorted to tables. If a man and
a woman show similar attitudes on all items, they are a match and leave the speed-
dating arena. Among those who remain, men rotate and take a seat on the next
table where a woman sits. Again, matches leave the speed-dating arena; the others
continue rotating and dating until they have met all potential partners. Even after
having met all potential partners, some will not have found a partner who fulfils the
requirement of similar responses to all items. These women and men enter round
number two.

Round Number Two Men rotate again, which means that they talk to women they
have already met in round number one, for a second time. The difference from round
one: women and men now accept a partner who has different attitudes on one of the
four items. The rest follows as for round one.

Additional Rounds In each additional round, women and men lower their expec-
tations: in the third round people accept a partner who gives dissimilar answers to
two items, in the fourth round they accept dissimilarity in three items, and in the
fifth and final round any partner is accepted.

After this procedure, I calculate the average similarity in attitudes among the
mated couples. Note that this mating procedure is not necessarily the “best” possible
one; it is an approximation. To find the best possible sorting, one would need to
compare 415 (the factorial of 415= 415 * 414 * 413 * 412 * ... * 1= 9.25 * 10907)
couples, which is difficult to handle with regular computing technology. The mating
procedure in this study is likely to be a sufficiently good approximation. In addition,
it is a Pareto-efficient mating: one could not give one person a more suitable partner
without giving another person a less suitable one.4

4 The initial “seating” in the first round is random. The average similarity varies slightly, depending on the
initial “seating”. Therefore, the whole procedure is repeated 100 times to identify the best mating.
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3.4 Method: Alignment and Differential Separation

To test for alignment over time, I run fixed-effects regression models in which the
duration of a relationship predicts similarity in attitudes. I use logged duration,
because gender role attitudes likely become more static over time and because any
partner influence likely takes its main effect at the beginning of the relationship
(empirically, the logged variable fits the data better than a linear or square term).

To see whether differential separation is occurring and couples with dissimilar
attitudes are more likely to separate, the main paper shows Kaplan–Meier survival es-
timates, and the supplementary material shows estimates from the Cox proportional
hazards regression model. The process starts at the beginning of the relationship
and ends either when the couple separates or when the couple is no longer observed
on pairfam. Couples enter the survival analysis at the moment of the first interview
(and not at the beginning of the relationship; prior to the first interview, the atti-
tudes cannot be observed; as a consequence, most observations are left truncated).
Attitudes are treated as time varying.

4 Results

4.1 Family and Gender Role Attitudes Among Male and Female Respondents

Figure 1 shows how women and men in Western Germany responded to the four
items on gender role attitudes. For three out of the four items the answers of women
and men follow similar patterns, and the dispersion of answers is high in both groups.
The exception is the statement that men should participate equally in housework:
hardly anyone disagrees with that sentence.

Women and men have similar levels of agreement with the statement that women
should focus on family rather than on career; men are more worried that children
suffer if the mothers work, and slightly more worried that children suffer if the fathers
are too work-focused. This suggests that men give more importance to fathers in
child rearing than women do—an attitude that one might label as more egalitarian.
(For a similar finding using British data, see Buchler et al. 2017). Unsurprisingly,
women are more likely to completely agree that men should participate equally in
housework.

How do answers differ in Eastern Germany? People in Eastern Germany agree
less often that women should focus on family, and are less worried about maternal
employment or work-focused fathers. These differences between men and women
exist in East and West.

4.2 Partners’ (Dis)Similarity in Gender Role Attitudes

Figure 2 shows the differences in attitudes between the two partners in a relationship.
It plots the difference score for each item, which is the Likert scale value of the
female partner’s response minus the value of the male partner’s response. The light
grey bars indicate couples in which both partners give similar answers (the difference
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Fig. 1 Responses to gender role items of female (n= 415) and male (n= 415) respondents. Western Ger-
many

score is between –1 and +1), the dark grey bars indicate couples in which both
partners give dissimilar answers (the difference score is below –1 or above +1).
A symmetrical distribution would mean that there are as many couples in which the
female partner agrees more with the statement as there are couples in which the male
partner agrees more with the statement. In broad terms, none of the distributions is
very far from symmetry. On all items, between 64 and 83% of couples have similar
views; a substantial fraction, 17 to 36%, have dissimilar views.

There is a clear association between Figs. 1 and 2: the higher the dispersion
in attitudes, as shown in Fig. 1, the higher the share of couples with dissimilar
answers, as shown in Fig. 2. This is a first hint that macro-level dispersion in
attitudes translates into dissimilarity between partners.

Concerning the first item, whether women should focus on family rather than
on career, there is almost a balance between couples in which the female partner
agrees more and couples in which the male partner agrees more (14% vs 15%). For
the second item, whether a young child suffers if the mother works, there are more
couples in which the male partner agrees more with the statement (24% vs 13%).
In 11% of couples, the woman shows higher agreement that men should participate
equally in the housework; in 7% of couples, the man shows higher agreement. In
10% of couples, the woman is more concerned about work-focused fathers, whereas
in 14% of couples, the man is more concerned about this.
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Fig. 2 Difference scores (value of female partner minus value of male partner) for responses to gender
role items. Positive values: the female partner agrees more with statement than the male partner does.
Western Germany (ncouples= 415)

The main difference in Eastern Germany appears in the item whether children
suffer from mothers’ employment. In Eastern Germany, there are substantially fewer
couples with dissimilar attitudes than in Western Germany (28% vs 36%).

4.3 How (Dis)Similar are Partners in Their Gender Role Attitudes?—Comparing
Real and Counterfactual Couples

Now, let us compare the couples from three different types of mating: what is
the average number of items with dissimilar answers? As Fig. 3 shows, in the real
couples the partners gave dissimilar answers to 1.05 items on average (exact numbers
are in Table 2). In the random mating, partners gave dissimilar answers to an average
of 1.26 items; in the couples matched for maximum similarity dissimilar answers
were found in only 0.15 items. Figure 3 clearly shows two interesting results: the
real mating is much closer to the random mating than to the mating for maximum
similarity scenario; and even though the difference between random mating and
real mating seems rather small in substantive terms, it is statistically significant: the
similarity is lower in all of the 10,000 random mating iterations than among the real
couples.

Figure 4 illustrates the differences between types of mating in more detail. In the
counterfactual mating for maximum similarity, 89% of people find a partner who
has similar views on all items. In real mating it is 40%, and in random mating it is
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Fig. 3 Average number of items
with dissimilar answers, by type
of matching. Random matching
is performed 10,000 times.
Western Germany (ncouples= 415)
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27%. The curves for real mating are similar to those for random mating, and very
different from those for mating for maximum similarity.

The results for Eastern Germany are similar in broad terms (see online appendix).
In the East, both randomly matched and real couples have slightly more similar
attitudes than in the West, and the difference between random and real mating is
slightly larger in the East than in the West.

Table 2 subdivides dissimilarity by type of mating into subgroups of items con-
cerning women’s and men’s roles, and into single items. To further understand these
patterns, I ask the following question: how much of the ‘similarity potential’ do real
mates exploit? Therefore, I also compute the reduction in dissimilarity from random
to real mating.5 In all of the items combined, the reduction is 19%; in female-related
items the reduction is 22%; and in male items the reduction is 14%. Item by item,
the reduction is greatest on the first item, whether women should focus on family
rather than on career (26%), and is smallest for the last item, whether children suffer
if their fathers focus too much on work (13%).

4.4 What Mechanisms Explain the Observed (Low Degree of) Similarity Between
Partners?

As shown above, real couples are similar, but not identical to randomly mated
couples. This raises the question what processes lead to the observed difference
between real and randomly mated couples?

As argued in the theoretical section, there are four mechanisms that could lead
to homogamy in gender role attitudes: (1) direct assortative mating on gender role
attitudes, (2) indirect assortative mating, (3) alignment over time and (4) differential
rates of separation. The following sections test whether indirect assortative mating,

5 The exemplary calculation for all items combined is the realised absolute reduction (random matching
minus real matching) divided by the highest possible reduction (random matching minus matching for
maximum similarity). The realised absolute reduction is 0.21 (1.26–1.05) and the highest possible reduc-
tion is 1.11 (1.26–0.15).
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Table 2 Average dissimilarity in gender role attitudes between the two partners in real and counterfactual
matchings. Western Germany (ncouples = 415)

Matched
for max-
imum
similarity

Real cou-
ples

Randomly
matched
couples

Matched
by educa-
tion and
religiosity

Number of dissimilar items out of all
items

0.15 1.05 1.26 1.20

Number of dissimilar items on female
roles (items 1 & 2)

0.11 0.65 0.80 0.75

Number of dissimilar items on male roles
(items 3 & 4)

0.03 0.40 0.46 0.45

Dissimilarity on items:

1. Women: family> career 0.03 0.28 0.37 0.34

2. Child <6 suffers if the mother works 0.08 0.36 0.43 0.40

3. Housework: female involvement= male
involvement

0.03 0.17 0.19 0.19

4. Child suffers if the father focuses on
work

0.02 0.23 0.27 0.27

alignment and differential separation are occurring in the sample. As there is no way
to test direct assortative mating (the data do not indicate whether people deliberately
chose partners by gender role attitudes), only the three other mechanisms are tested.

4.4.1 Indirect Assortative Mating

Indirect assortative mating on gender role attitudes happens if three conditions hold:
(1) there is homogamy on other variables, (2) these variables are sufficiently strong
predictors of gender role attitudes and (3) these variables predict gender role attitudes
roughly equally for women and men.

In the sample, the Spearman rank correlation for both partners’ education is 0.46
(p< 0.001) and for both partners’ religiosity 0.34 (p< 0.001). Therefore, condition
(1)—couples are homogamous on the variables—is met to a reasonable degree.
However, homogamy might still be lower than expected: for example, among men
with tertiary education, half have a partner who also has tertiary education (or is
currently enrolled in such a programme) and half have a partner without tertiary
education.

Table 3 shows whether education and religiosity are associated with the attitudes
of women and men. Of the 16 displayed correlations, nine are statistically significant,
and none is very strong in substantive terms. The second condition for indirect
assortative mating, that religiosity and education are sufficiently good indicators of
attitudes, is only met to a low-to-moderate degree.

Do education and religiosity predict attitudes in a similar manner for women and
men? For men, religiosity is more strongly associated with attitudes than education;
for women it is the other way around. The view that women should focus on family
rather than on career is associated with lower education in both women and men, and
with higher religiosity in men. However, it is not related to the religiosity of women.
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The view that young children suffer from maternal employment is associated with
lower education in women and with lower religiosity of both women and men.
However, it is not related to the level of education of the men. The view that
men should participate equally in housework is associated with lower religiosity
in women and men, but is unrelated to education among women and men. The
view that children suffer if their fathers focus too much on work is unrelated to the
level of education or religiosity among women and men. In sum, there is only one
association—religiosity and views on maternal employment—where the association
is significant and similar in size for both women and men. The third condition, that
the religiosity and education predict attitudes in women and men equally, does not
hold.

If a person searched for and found a mate who is similar in level of education
and religiosity, would that mate also be similar in gender role attitudes? I rematch
couples to maximise similarity in education and religiosity in order to test this. The
mating process is analogous to the ‘speed-dating scenario’ to maximise similarity
of gender role attitudes (as described in the Data and Methods section).

Couples with maximum similarity in education and religiosity are somewhat
more similar in attitudes than randomly matched couples. The difference is, how-
ever, rather small and appears only in items regarding women’s roles. For all items
combined, real couples give dissimilar answers to 1.05 items, randomly matched
couples are dissimilar on 1.26 items and couples matched in education and religios-
ity are dissimilar on 1.20 items.

The results for Eastern Germany are qualitatively similar; however, the evidence
for indirect assortative mating is even weaker.

In consequence, even the maximum amount of assortative mating on education
and religiosity could only explain a minor share of the observed difference between
real couples and randomly matched couples. Other explanations must be pursued to
understand the observed difference between real and randomly matched couples.
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Table 3 Associations between gender role attitudes, education, and religiosity for female and male part-
ners. Spearman rank correlation coefficients. Western Germany (nfemales= 415, nmales= 415)

Education Religiosity

Females Males Females Males

1. Women: family> career –0.31*** –0.15** 0.05 0.23***

2. Child <6 suffers if the mother works –0.26*** –0.07 0.17*** 0.21***

3. Housework: female involvement= male
involvement

0.03 –0.03 –0.15** –0.18***

4. Child suffers if the father focuses on work –0.02 0.02 0.09† 0.14**

Education and religiosity are coded so that higher values represent higher education and higher religiosity.
†p< 0.10, *p< 0.05, **p< 0.01, ***p< 0.001

4.4.2 Alignment over Time

Table 4 shows that there is clear alignment over time: the longer the relationship,
the more similar partners become in their gender role attitudes. Half a year into the
relationship, couples are predicted to have dissimilar views on a 1.13 items; after one
year, on 1.03 items; after two years, on 0.93 items; after five years, on 0.80 items;
and after ten years, on 0.70 items. Alignment seems greater on attitudes towards
female roles. This substantial increase in similarity over time suggests that a good
share of the observed differences between real and randomly matched couples at t1
might be driven by alignment between t0 and t1.

For Eastern Germany, based on a small sample (117 couples), I find no evidence
for alignment. However, the confidence interval of the insignificant coefficient is
relatively large. It is therefore unclear whether this finding has substantial reasons,
i.e. there is no alignment for couples in Eastern Germany, or whether it has only
statistical reasons, i.e. the sample is just too small to identify existing alignment.

4.4.3 Differential Separation

Figure 5 plots Kaplan–Meier survival estimates to see whether dissimilar attitudes
are associated with higher risks of separation. For the sake of simplicity, the figure
compares two groups: couples that gave dissimilar answers to a maximum of one
out of four items (74% of couples), and couples that gave dissimilar answers to two
or more items (26% of couples). Results show significant and relevant differences in
the survival curves of the two groups: dissimilar couples are more likely to separate
than similar couples. The risk of separation is around one-third higher in the more
dissimilar group displayed in the figure (at least two dissimilar items) than in the
more similar group displayed. More detailed analyses with the Cox proportional
hazards regression model are shown in the online appendix.

All in all, these results provide evidence that dissimilar couples are more likely
to separate, at least in Western Germany. Therefore, the observed homogamy in this
sample—measured on average around 2.4 years after the beginning of the relation-
ship—is likely in part driven by different rates of separation: one cannot observe
some of the dissimilar couples anymore because they have already separated before
the beginning of the relationship.
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Fig. 5 Association between
similarity in attitudes and sep-
aration. Kaplan–Meier survival
curves for couples with dissim-
ilar views on a maximum of
two items, versus couples with
dissimilar views on more than
two items (ncouples = 403)
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5 Robustness Checks and Sensitivity Analyses

Enough Fish in the Sea? Sensitivity of the Results to the Number of Potential
Partners Using the speed-dating scenario, the chance of finding a partner with
maximum similarity in attitudes might be better: the more people participate in the
speed dating, the more potential partners might be available. The sample in the
main analysis—the participants in the speed dating—is 415 for Western Germany
and 167 for Eastern Germany. The next test examines how sensitive the results
of mating for maximum similarity are to differences in sample size. Does the
theoretical possibility of finding a similar partner depend on the number of potential
partners? Figure 6 plots the average number of items of dissimilar views in mating
for maximum similarity for different sample sizes.

I repeatedly draw random sub-samples of the 415 couples, and run the mating-
for-maximum-similarity-algorithm. For each sub-sample size, the process is repeated
50 times. The result in Fig. 6 shows that—as expected—a similar mating is possible,
the greater the sample is. The dashed line shows the results for the full sample of 415
couples. Starting at a lower number, an increase in the number of potential partners
strongly improves the chances of finding a similar partner. At higher sample sizes,
e.g. at 50 or higher, a greater sample only improves the average fit marginally.

The results suggest that whether one has 50 or many more potential partners
does not strongly impact the theoretical possibility of finding a partner with similar
attitudes. The main result—real couples are much closer to random than to maximum
similarity—would still hold if it were assumed that people had only 50, or even only
25 potential partners. It also suggests that it might make sense to compare mating
in Eastern Germany—where the sample size is 167—with Western Germany, where
the sample size is 415.

Different Measures for Dissimilarity in Attitudes All analyses are run using two
alternative measures for dissimilarity, absolute difference scores and square differ-
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Fig. 6 Average number of dis-
similar items in matching for
maximum similarity for different
sizes of subsample
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ence scores.6 The results are robust: real couples are substantially closer to randomly
matched couples than to couples matched for maximum similarity and there is little
evidence for indirect assortative mating. There is, however, substantial and signifi-
cant alignment over time and differential separation.

Different Cut-Off Values for Duration of Relationship The aim of this study was to
get as close to the initial mating of partners as possible and study the subsequent
dynamics of these couples longitudinally. I therefore restricted the sample to couples
with a relationship duration of a maximum of five years at the first observation. This
section tests whether the results are stable if this value is increased or decreased.
All analyses are run for couples with a maximum relationship duration of three and
seven years (5± 2 years).

For Western Germany, results concerning matching, alignment and separation are
stable for the maximum duration of three and seven years. For Eastern Germany,
also for the larger sample of seven years, there is no sign of alignment over time;
but there is some evidence for differential separation (p< 0.1).

6 Conclusion

A main conclusion of previous research on homogamy among romantic couples is
that “matching partners are far from random” (Schwartz 2013, p. 452). This study
puts the degree of homogamy in gender role attitudes among young couples into
perspective and shows that, in fact, mating is not so far from random. The degree
of homogamy is low to moderate. I test whether similarity in gender role attitudes
is a by-product of assortative mating on education or religiosity and find very little
evidence for such indirect assortative mating. This study finds clear evidence for
alignment over time: fixed-effects panel models show that partners’ attitudes become

6 The square difference score over all items is the sum of the item-specific square difference scores (and
not the square of the sum of item-specific difference scores).
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substantially more similar over time. Further, partners with dissimilar attitudes are
substantially more likely to separate.

These results strengthen our understanding of processes in partner selection.
Among observed couples with an average relationship duration of 2.4 years, similar-
ity in attitudes is moderate. Clear evidence for alignment suggests that the observed
couples might have been more dissimilar at the beginning of the relationship. Evi-
dence for differential separation further suggests that some of the dissimilar couples
might not be observed anymore, because they have already separated. If we could
observe couples on day 1 of their relationship, their similarity in attitudes would be
substantially lower. Even though there are good reasons to choose a partner who has
similar attitudes—it improves the odds of having high relationship satisfaction and
stability—many young people in Germany do not. This could be because people
have different priorities during the dating process, e.g. appearance, hobbies or social
status, or because people just do not have sufficient information about the attitudes
of the people to whom they are getting closer. From a practical perspective, this
could be motivation to gather better information about the attitudes of a potential
partner, e.g. through explicit discussion of gender roles and relevant scenarios.

Many studies on homogamy test whether homogamy is statistically significant,
but do not provide an intuitive understanding of the degree of homogamy. Such stud-
ies show that real similarity is significantly higher than randomness would predict;
however, they do not discuss how much more similar they are. This paper presents
a novel methodical approach to doing exactly this: giving an understanding of the
degree of homogamy. This contributes to social science research that focuses not
only on statistical significance but on substantive meaning of observed differences
and association (Bernardi et al. 2017). A main advantage of this method is that it
allows the assessment of homogamy on multiple dimensions simultaneously. This
method can help scholars in future studies on homogamy concerning diverse traits.

This study has limitations. The stated goal of our sample selection was to get
very close to initial mating. Even though pairfam is the largest data set of young
couples of which I am aware, the sample size becomes small when restricting the
maximum duration of relationship to low levels. To produce a reasonable sample
size, I analysed couples with an average relationship duration of around 2.4 years.
The sample analysed underrepresents two groups. First, couples that do not live
together. Previous research on the selectivity of partner participation in pairfam
showed that partners living in a different household are less likely to participate.
Therefore, couples with a lower degree of institutionalisation are underrepresented
in the data. Second, I only studied childless couples. Therefore, this study is not
representative of (the rather small group of) couples that become parents very early.

In sum, this paper shows that even though there are good reasons why people
might want to choose a romantic partner who has similar gender role attitudes, many
people do not. These results have important implications for relationship dynamics
and macro-level patterns of fertility and union status. Previous research showed
that the partners’ match in attitudes influences their relationship and sharing of
housework, childcare and the partners’ approach to paid work (Nitsche and Grunow
2018). Further, couples with dissimilar attitudes have lower relationship satisfaction,
relationship stability and fertility (Hohmann-Marriott 2006; Arránz Becker 2013;
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Hudde and Engelhardt 2020). At the aggregate level, couple dissimilarity can lead
to higher rates of separation and divorce, and contribute to the overall low level of
fertility in countries like Germany. To understand such macro-level outcomes, we
need to understand the processes of partner selection.
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